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Contact: Kyle Meyer kmeyer@premieruhpc.co

For centuries there has been a need for rapid  rebuilding 
of housing and infrastructure in response to natural 
disasters.  We recently saw this first-hand in the Bahamas.

To address this situation we are assembling Land, Labor, 
Capital & Ideas from an experienced team of architects, 
engineers, developers, financiers, and public officials to 
work together and efficiently help rebuild impacted 
neighborhoods with Shelter in Place dwellings.

We believe that our team, using new technologies and 
revolutionary materials such as Cor-Tuf Ultra High 
Performing Concrete will forever change the way that 
housing and infrastructure withstands a natural disaster 
and will ensure the Safety of the residents and guests of 
the Bahamas.

The Pathway to Safe and Sustainable Housing 

Shelter In Place 

mailto:Kmeyer@premieruhpc.com
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Background:

The effects of Hurricane Dorian in the Bahamas were among the worst experienced for any 

natural disaster in the country. Hurricane Dorian struck the Abaco Islands as a Category 5 

hurricane on September 1, and a day later hit Grand Bahama Island at the same 

category. The hurricane then stalled over Grand Bahama for another day, finally pulling 

away from the island on September 3. Damage amounted to US$3.4 billion, and there 

were at least 70 deaths in the country. Another 282 people were left missing after the 

hurricane.

Typically, the recovery from natural disasters like this takes years to restore the lives of the 

residents and their livelihoods. Often the process is bogged down in politics.

Although we cannot directly affect the political elements of this process, I believe we can 

make the process move forward quicker by organizing a private entity that can be vetted 

by the government, and will have financial backing along with the technical and 

operational capabilities to respond to various RFPs, or Public Private Partnership 

opportunities as they are released.

After a disaster strikes and the dust settles, we form an environmentally friendly Special 

Purpose Entity (SPE), led by Members that have the experience to finance, build, and 

repair buildings and infrastructure in an environmentally safe and sustainable manner.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Dorian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abaco_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Category_5_Atlantic_hurricanes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Bahama_Island
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Premier UHPC Homes
Made to last with Cor-Tuf UHPC SIP Panels

Contact Kyle Meyer kmeyer@premieruhpc.com

All concept plans & designs are subject to change

mailto:kmeyer@premieruhpc.com
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Premier UHPC Homes
Made to Last with Cor-Tuf UHPC SIP Panels

Contact Kyle Meyer kmeyer@premieruhpc.com

Shelter In Place

mailto:kmeyer@premieruhpc.com
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Designing Cor-Tuf 

UHPC fortified 

homes and 

infrastructure

Team Member:

The Premier UHPC Team 

https://cor-tuf.com/technical-info/
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Main Features of Our SIP Panel

The Premier UHPC SIP panels are designed and produce by Premier UHPC, LLC. 

SIP panels are made with Cor-Tuf UHPC concrete on the exterior and magnesium skins on the interior, which gives the panels superior strength and greater 

fire ratings than fiber cement and osb sips panels.

Whether you build one building or one thousand, using the innova panelized construction system is fast, durable and the responsible way to build.  

Since all building components are engineered and manufactured in the factory to exacting specifications, the fast-track construction system not only 

reduces waste, but greatly accelerates the building schedule while reducing labor requirements for construction. 

A building constructed with Premier UHPC SIP panels will require 30 to 70 percent less power consumption to operate than a conventionally constructed 

building.  Make your next building a Premier UHPC building, the buildings of the future today!
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Cor-Tuf UHPC Uses

Cor-Tuf UHPC is an ideal replacement for standard concrete in just about any and all

applications. 

UHPC is particularly beneficial in the following applications of traditional concrete:

•Precast pouring of larger and longer structural elements

•Injection or extrusion techniques (molding)

•Pre- and post-tensioning components

•Precast beams

•Precast SIP Panels

•Precast floatation platforms, docks and boat hulls

•Cast-in-place joints between precast beams

•Precast deck panels

•Pavement overlays 

•Cast-in-place joints and stud pockets of precast deck panels

•Link slabs between adjacent spans

•Precast parapets and side barriers

•Precast inlets for stormwater management

•Tilt-up construction
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Benefits of Cor-Tuf UHPC

•Longer useful life (estimated longevity exceeding 100 years versus 15-25 years 

for traditional concrete)

•Aggressive environmental resistance (impervious to water)

•Lighter weight (concrete wall panels designed with UHPC are 25% to 33% 

thinner, requiring less material and footing requirements)

•Strength

•Flexibility

•Ductility

•Fireproof

•Impact resistant

•Dimensional stability

•Freeze/thaw resistant

•Moisture resistant

•Chemical resistant

•Adhesiveness

•Reduced maintenance
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Our financing executives have worked with government agencies, 

commercial banks and private capital sources for over thirty years 

to designed creative financing structures that can attract both 

public and private capital.

Financing 
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Contact: Kyle Meyer kmeyer@premieruhpc.com

Team Managers:

• Open Source Capital, LLC

• Cor-Tuf UHPC

• Ram Tool & Supply

• Premier UHPC, LLC

mailto:Kmeyer@premieruhpc.com

